Case Study no 2019/09/18

How IntelliMax can be used for a
review of the use of technology
such as Radiology Equipment

Equipment And Products Analysis
1. Introduction:
Hospital equipment is very expensive and the efficiency of use is often difficult to
determine. IntelliMax provides transparency and clarity about the investment, utilization and
cost of the outputs delivered by such equipment.
In this case study we have a number of hospitals, and on reviewing the overall costs of
equipment, there is clearly an upward trend as can be seen from one of the reports in the
system

“Trending Total Cost Per Hospital" under
->Financial Management->Reporting->High-Level Profitability

This study will not only show the cost of equipment but also review the profits generated by the
equipment and how well it is utilized.
2. Background
In order to understand the profitability of the hospitals better, an analysis can be done of the main
sources of profit (Analysed by Product Group, of which Equipment is one)
Below is the breakdown of profits for the group as a whole (Annual Totals – these figures are also
available by Month):

“Product Cube By Profit" under
->Technology->Reporting

Some conclusions can be drawn from this data (which shows the main sources of profit across the
group, grouped by the kind of product or service provided)
•
•

The highest profits came from "3rd party" services. These are services provided by parties
that are not managed by the hospital directly (fees charged by specialists and surgeons that
are not directly employed by the group's hospitals, for example)
The second-highest profits came from charges to the patient for the use of Equipment that is
owned by hospitals in the group. This equipment includes a large number of devices for example:
o devices to test liver function,
o devices to assist with Coronary artery bypass grafting, and many more

Below is the breakdown of the main equipment pieces with the highest profits for the current
month:

“Product Cube By Profit Detail - Equipment Current Month" under

->Technology->Reporting

As there are very many different kinds of equipment used across the hospital group, and as each of
these can be used for various procedures and DRG’s, the principle to be illustrated here can be better shown by concentrating only on equipment used by the Radiology department. The following
report shows the profits from major equipment pieces in the ‘Radiology’ product group:

“Product Cube By Profit Detail - Radiology" under
->Technology->Reporting

-

Note that the MRI machine is one of the devices that produces a significant portion of the
profits in the Radiology product group.

Cost Analysis
See also the following report, which shows that the monthly costs for the MRI machine are among
the highest of any medical equipment in the hospital group:

“Equipment Costs" under
->Technology->Reporting

- The focus here will be on the MRI system.
3. Cost Breakdown:
IntelliMax is a sophisticated business intelligence system built for hospitals - and one of its major
strengths is the fact that it has a fully integrated activity-based costing system that calculates the
cost of any hospital object or process and allows this to be related to other performance parameters.
The MRI equipment has been configured in the IntelliMax costing system, which allows us to see
which costs this item attracts.
The following shows the main cost elements for the MRI equipment, for the current month:

“Equipment Cost Allocation - MRI Costs" under
->Technology->Reporting

- Note that the MRI equipment has an integrated calculation for the cost of capital associated with
all assets (Shown here as “Equipment”) - this reflects the opportunity cost of the capital required to
purchase and sustain this (expensive) piece of equipment.
For more detail, IntelliMax provides reports such as the following, which shows exactly which
costs are associated with configured entities such as the MRI equipment:

“Equipment Cost Detail" under
Costing Tab, ->Primary Objects->Equipment->MRI

-

Note that technicians are a significant cost element for the MRI equipment.

Each of the cost elements that contribute to the MRI, have costs that contribute to them as well – so
for example, a drill through can be made to the costs for the Radiology Technicians to show what
their costs are made up of:

- These costs, in turn, have their own drivers too. For the hospital in question, the network of different cost drivers is a complex network of cost tracings from the General Ledge until costs reach its
ultimate destination such as a group of technicians, as is illustrated below with this hospital cost diagram:

-

Note that the IntelliMax costing system allocates costs across the entire network of interrelated costs, which is used to determine the actual cost (as well as profit) of entities such as
the MRI equipment.

4. Profit breakdown for Radiology

“Radiology Products Detail" under
->Technology->Reporting
Filter to show MRI products

Given the high costs for the MRI equipment, it's important to consider what this equipment item
produces and its profitability. The following shows a breakdown of the profits from MRI-related
services, over time:

-

Note that profits were positive generally, but that losses were made for MRI’s during Period
06
It would be interesting to see the details of the visit where these loss-making procedures occurred. To do this, the Radiology Products Detail report allows a user to drill through on a
given service and period by double-clicking in the grid below the chart, which will show the
details of the service and period (by Patient). The following is for Period 06 for the MRI service:

Double-clicking on any of the “Patient Code” cells will take the user to that Patient’s full visit details (with the reference to that Patient’s use of the MRI machine):

- Note that, for the visit in question, the cost of the MRI scan was $1194.64, while the revenue was
$1120.00 (and so a loss was recorded). The next month, the revenue for the procedure remained the
same, but the cost declined – and so in subsequent months, profits were recorded for this procedure:

5. Conclusion
IntelliMax allows a user to drill down from a very broad financial overview, to specific procedures
that took place during a particular patient's visit. In this case study, this was done by concentrating
on Radiological Equipment, by investigating an expensive piece of Equipment that was making a
loss for a specific procedure in a specific period – but similar studies can be done for other
procedures or periods if required.

